LIFESTYLE V+

Highly recommended with:

STAndard multifocal lenses
Award-winning anti-reﬂective coating
5 times more scratch resistance than standard coatings
Lenses stay cleaner for longer

Standard multifocal lenses have large distortion areas at the sides of the lens. Common complaints include a
‘swim and sway’ feeling when moving around and vision
problems when changing focus from near to far distance.

MULTIFOCAL
LENSES

Reduces eye strain and fatigue
Neutralises blue light from digital screens
Available with Diamond Finish

lifestyle V+ LENSES
Light reactive lenses that change according to the light
Sunglass dark outdoors, clear indoors
Available in natural grey, brown and green.

For more information on LifeStyle V+,
please speak to your local eyecare professional.

LifeStyle V+ lenses provide natural stable vision when moving
around. Near and intermediate vision fields are wider, so you
can comfortably use mobile devices and read. With LifeStyle
V+ you will enjoy effortless focusing, relaxed vision, crisper
and clearer images.

OPTIMISED FOR YOUR LIFESTYLE
www.hoyalens.com.au

LIFESTYLE V+
Multifocal lens designs are not all the same

Clarity

Ideal if you spend a lot of time outdoors.

For highly active people, who are regularly ‘on the go’ and
require emphasis on the distance zone.
Clarity is popular with individuals new to weraing multifocal
lenses.

PERFECT if you require all-round vision.

Harmony is perfect for near, intermediate and far distance.
Ideal for people seeking one pair of glasses for everyday
activities including reading and computer work.

Design technology

benefits of LIFESTYLE V+ LENSES

View xpansion

Maximises your view at all distances, for better
vision.

stable view

Reduces the ‘swim and sway’ effect when
walking down stairs or simply moving your
head around. This is a common complaint
experienced by standard progressive lens wearers.

LifeStyle V+ customised multifocal lenses provide clear,
relaxed vision and effortless focusing for all distances - near,
intermediate and far.
The advanced design is derived from intensive research as
well as wearer feedback and behaviour. When creating these
premium multifocal lenses, we drew an important conclusion
from wearer analysis: one design doesn’t fit all. This insight
led to the development of two design variations; LifeStyle V+
Clarity and Harmony.

HARMONY

integrated double surface design

lifestyle adaptive

Minimises visual distortion and reduces eye
movement from far to near distance, for more
natural vision.

The lens design is customised to your lifestyle,
optimising your visual comfort.

